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WORK LIFE BALANCE - NEED OF HOUR
A RENEWED ATPROACH

The pressing need to maintain a healthy work ljfe balance in our organization is being
intensely felt for quite some time now. It has been a subject oI protracted discussion in
various Iorums. The Associations/ Federation as also the Bank Management are growing
more and more restive on the issue with each passing day. The online survey
"ABHI\YAKTf' conducted by the Bank as well as the Survey conducted by our Mumbai
Circle Association brought to tle fore the $owing dissatisfaction on this issue among
Employees and Officers alike.

Be it the issue of working till late houls in the branches, especially for our lady colleagues,

or the opening of branches/ cells/ offices on Sundays/ 2"d & 4ft Saturdays/ Holidays, the
frustration generated among the staff is palpable. lVe acknowledge that the Circle
Management has exhibited benevolence by considerably enhancing the quantum of "Out of
Pocket Expenses" paid to the staff for attending dutiesan an off day, but we are of the firm
opinion that no amount of Cash Compensation is lucrative or even adequate enough to
compensate for the sacrifice of a quality family time.

It is an admitted fact tlat the pressure of work is inqeasing with every passing day. Many
a factoF contribute to this ever increasing pressure. Dwindling staJf strength not supported
by an adequate intake of new recruits, growing customer base and their ever increasing

expectations of being provided with the latest technology based services promptly,
launching of new schemes both business oriented and technology based every other day,

ever new Governrnent sponsored loan schemes focused on delivery at the doorstep of the
customer, pressure of selling of third pauty products, launching of new pilot projects on a
regular basis are just a few in an otherwise exhaustive list.

Love for work must be a passion as a work life balance is all about separating professional

and personal lives without allowing one to have a negative effect on the other. Both are

important and.€ither <jI them should be neglected. Pressures notwithstanding, one has to
be candicl in adnitting the fact that a human mind and body has itF own ljnitations. No
matter the vast automation of the day to day operations, yet it is only the man behind the
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machine who toils day in and day out, AJter the tipping point is reached, the physical
capability and the mental capacity oI the body burn out. At this point work becomes a

monotony and the quality of work becomes a casualty. Banking sector, being an engine of
the financial health of the nation carupt compromise with the quality of the service

provided and as such there is a paramount requirement of avoiding the bum out situation.
A Banker has to be fresh in mind, alert and agile, and active physically to be able to
perform at an optimum level at all times.

We place on record our gatitude to our Worthy Chief General Manager who, while
appreciating the gravity of the situation, recendy sent a D.O. to all Regional Managers in
the Circle emphasizing the need to maintain a healthy work lile balance in thek respective

Regions, which is suggestive of corective measures to be adopted at the RBO level. The
RMs have been enkusted with the responsibility to closely monitor the branches/ offices
falling under their administrative control and take all steps necessary to ensure that
there are no habitual late sittings in the branches/ offices or working on off daye without
proper authorization from the highest authotity in the Network. We sincerely appreciate
such an initiative and expect that the Regional Managerc will imbibe such a healthy
plactice in letter and spirit as envisioned in the 6aid communication.

We are quite hopeful that with the serious concern leing shown by the Top Management of
the Circle in this regard, a positive turn-around is sure to corne about. However we, as

responsible officers of a progressive organization have to ensure that we effectively plan an
ellicient time management so that all the day to day operations are completed well within
the stipulated time frame. Coordinated eflorts at all levels will certainly change the
prevailing situation for tle befter. We look forward to a day when we see beaming and
smiling faces of our colleagues around us.

Let the change commence!

With revolutionary greetings.

"\'1.<ox^r:4
General Secretary


